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Space jam

Michael Jordan
played in a movie
called Space Jam
with bugs. bunny.

How did Jordans start?
Air Jordan is a brand of basketball ,football and athletic
clothing produced by Nike inc and endorsed and created
for Chicago Bulls basketball player Michael Jordan.The
original Air Jordan 1 sneakers produced for Jordan in
1984 were released to the public in 1985.The shoes were
designed for Nike by Peter Moore, Tinker Hatfield and
Bruce Kilgore.
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Michael Jordan
played for a team
called the Chicago
Bulls.
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Jordan History
Michael Jeffrey Jordan was born in
February 17,1963.He is an American
retired basket player.He is also a business
man and principal owner and chairman of
the Charlotte Hornets.

JORDAN BASKETBALL CAREER
Jordan played three seasons for coach Dean Smith at the
University of North Carolina. He was a member of the Tar Heels
national championship team. Jordan joined the NBA Chicago Bulls
in 1984 as the third overall draft pick. He quickly emerged as a
league star, entertaining crowds with his prolific scoring. He
leaping ability by performing slam dunks from the free throw line
in slam dunk contests, earned him the nicknames "Air Jordan and
"His Airness.
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COCO CHANEL
By:Rickeisia Runnels

Life of Chanel
Gabrielle Bonheur "Coco" Chanel
was a French fashion designer of
women's clothes and founder of
the Chanel brand

Siblings of Chanel
Lucien Chanel, Alphonse
Chanel,Augustin Chanel,
Antoinette Chanel, Julia Chanel.

Where Chanel was
born
Coco Chanel was born on August
19,1883, in Samur France.

Coco Chanel
Chanel was credited in the post World War 1 era with liberating
women from the constraints of the"corseted" silhouette and
popularizing a sporty, casual chic as the feminine standard of
style.
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Robin Williams
author: Jermaysia mcClenton

Robin Williams story began when he made his first standup act- his comedian work.
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Introduction

robin Williams was the most funniest actor and comedian in the world.!
he was also known for the movies he starred in or made for an example
like Mrs. Doubt fire, Juanmi and Aladdin including some other movies. He
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started his journey in sanfrancisco as a stand up comedian.

1982

He earned an
award for good
morning, Vietnam

1987

He won an award
for dead pets
society

1989

He won an award
for awakenings

1990

He won an award
for fishers King
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